NO GOVERNMENT WARNING WILL BE GIVEN

DIRECTORSHIPS CAN SERIOUSLY DAMAGE YOUR WEALTH

Corporate manslaughter • Threatened loss of licence • Compliance hearing
Health and Safety prosecution • Loss of shareholder value • Contract disputes
Discrimination against an employee • Unfair dismissal • Tax investigation

No matter well your company is managed, a director’s personal assets - including the family home - could still be at risk from involvement in litigation and the cost of defending yourself or the firm. Prevention is better than cure. Tlc is the first legal breakdown, assistance and recovery service for business AND its directors. It is designed to refresh the parts other insurances can miss, providing a full legal service and insurance for a fraction of the direct cost. Make the call. You owe it to your colleagues and family.

0845 625 3605 • www.tlc-legalcare.co.uk • info@tlc-legalcare.co.uk

It’s time for a little tlc